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WHAT TO DO WITH AN IDEA*
THoMAs R. VIGI**
The individual with an idea is presented with the problem of
how to make money from it. However, before any money can be
made, the inventor must determine if a saleable property interest, e.g., a patent right', can be established in the idea. The commercial value of the idea must also be assessed. Precise
answers to these questions are not always available, and experts
will differ on the value (or worthlessness) of an idea. Because
of this, the individual can fall prey to unscrupulous individuals
and companies which purport to be in the business of helping
people with ideas, but which actually are confidence operations
that sell services of little or no value for exhorbitant fees.
The reason an individual is such easy prey is that he or she
often loses objectivity. After eating, sleeping, and living with the
idea for years, the individual develops an absolute faith in the
idea and will refuse to consider or accept a critical comment on
its value. Since sometimes this undaunted faith has been rewarded, an individual's tenacity is understandable. But without
objectivity, the individual will shop for attorneys and companies
in order to hear what he or she wants to hear. The invention
development companies are in the business of telling people
what they want to hear (for a fee, of course), hence their success.
FRAUDULENT INVENTION DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES

Over the years a large number of companies (as many as 250
at one time) 2 have held themselves out as being in the business
*
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J.D., DePaul University, 1966. Mr. Vigil is presently a sole practi-

tioner in Chicago, Illinois, specializing in patent law. He has served on the
APLA and ABA Unauthorized Practice Committee, and as chairman of the

APLA Inventor Assistance Committee, of the Patent Law Association of
Chicago's Inventor Services Committee.
1. 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1970) provides:
Every patent shall contain a short title of the invention and a grant
to the patentee, his heirs or assigns, for the term of seventeen years,
subject to the payment of issue fees as provided for in this title, of the
right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the invention
throughout the United States, referring to the specification for the particulars thereof.

2. 'The National Association of Invention Developers, a new trade
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of helping individuals develop their ideas and introduce them to
industry. These companies either state directly or imply that
they have expertise in this area. They will suggest that they
have contacts with manufacturers and that their services will facilitate the sale of the idea. These companies charge from $1000
to $5000 for their services.
Since the companies have not placed any ideas or inventions with a manufacturer, it is the author's opinion that they
are committing a fraud. They have virtually a zero percent success ratio in placing ideas. Their business is not the placing of
ideas or inventions with manufacturers but the selling of their
services to individuals for an unreasonable fee. These services
are valueless and therefore, the company's indication that their
services will be of value in placing ideas with manufacturers is
3
also a fraud.
Identifying FraudulentInvention Development Companies
It is a simple matter to identify a fraudulent invention development company since all use a time-honored approach to the
individual. The first stage of this approach, the "hook" is the
recommendation to the individual that the company evaluate
the idea and prepare an "Evaluation Report." The second stage
of this approach, the "sting" is the presentation to the individual
of a glowing Evaluation Report and the suggestion that the company enter into a Representation Agreement with the individual. This agreement calls for the payment of a substantial
retainer fee to the company. In return, the company promises to
help the individual place his idea with a manufacturer.
The Evaluation Report
The fraudulent invention company will provide the individual, free of charge or at a fee of up to $400, with an evaluation
report on the idea. Commonly, an invention development company will purport to charge the individual only half of their
"usual fee" as an inducement to a hasty agreement. The evaluation report is then prepared and presented to the individual.
Generally, such reports present statistics showing that the
group, has estimated that the number of invention companies in the past
few years has risen to about 250 from a dozen." Wall St. J., Nov. 30, 1973, at
1, col. 1. It should be noted, however, that among the founders of this trade
group were principals of the Raymond Lee Organization [found guilty of
selling a valueless service by the Federal Trade Commission in In re Raymond Lee Organization, [1973-1976 Transfer Binder] 5 TRADE REG. REP.
(CCH) 20,967 (1975)1.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has reached the same conclusion in
the case of In re Raymond Lee Organization, id.
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individual should be able to profit from the idea. 4 However, almost every report fails to adequately address, if it addresses at
all, the four most important questions confronting the inventor
or individual with an idea. These are:
1. Can a saleable property interest such as a patent right be established in the idea?
2. Is the idea technically feasible, i.e., can it work the way the individual intends it to work, and is his or her initial conception the
most practical?
3. What is the costing for the idea, i.e., is the cost, relative to its
market potential and to the cost of competitive products, such that
it would be economically feasible to manufacture the product?
4. Is the product marketable, i.e., does the product have any advantages or benefits that will appeal to the purchasing public?
Another feature of these Evaluation Reports is that each is substantially the same for every client except for a few references
tailored to the client's specific idea.
The Representation Agreement
After the client is presented with the glowing evaluation report on the idea, the invention development company then suggests that the individual enter into a Representation Agreement
with it. The agreement calls for a large retainer fee from the
individual to secure representation of the idea to industry. In
return for this fee, the company will promise to do some or all of
the following:
1. Use its best efforts to promote and place the idea with manufacturers.
2. Prepare descriptive material and perhaps drawings of the idea.
3. File a disclosure document with the United States Patent and
Trademark Office.
4. Submit the disclosure and drawings of the idea with form letters to manufacturers.
5. Contact the manufacturers by phone or in person (although
sometimes promised, it is almost never done).
6. Conduct a patent search (giving an opinion on patentability, of
course, would be engaging in the unauthorized practice of law).
7. Prepare a patent application for the individual (again this is engaging in the unauthorized practice of law).
Nowhere does the company promise, nor can it promise that
these services will result in a sale or license of the idea to a manufacturer. Since the success ratio of these companies is essen4. For example, for an idea dealing with refrigerators, the report may
state that there are 80 million households with at least one refrigerator and
that if the individual's idea was sold to one tenth of one percent of those
households it would result in 80,000 sales. The report might then theorize
that if the product was sold at a certain sales price and the individual received a certain percentage royalty payment, he or she would reap a handsome profit.
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tially zero, they are selling the client services which are of no
value whatsoever. In fact, such services are often detrimental
because the individual's property right in the idea can be jeopardized.
A Reputable Company
It must be borne in mind that many individuals do need
help in promoting their ideas, even if the possibility of a manufacturer purchasing or licensing rights to the idea are very remote. Without this need, invention development companies
would not have prospered as they have.
There is at least one company 5 that the author believes is
reputable. It is in the business of writing descriptive materials
on ideas for individuals and submitting such materials to manu-6
facturers. This company is the Kessler Sales Corporation.
Kessler has been in business for 26 years and has never been
sued by a dissatisfied client or by any governmental agency,
state or federal.
For a fee of just under $300 this company will prepare descriptive materials on an idea, either on their own stationery or
on plain, white stationery. These are sent to the individual for
submission to manufacturers. Kessler also supplies the client
with a list of manufacturers to which the material should be
sent. But, at the individual's request, they will submit the
materials directly to the manufacturers. The company provides
follow-up service with the individuals and the manufacturers.
Clients are kept well-posted on any inquiries by manufacturers
for more details on the idea.
The moderate fee covers only their writing and submission
services. Kessler Sales Corporation does not provide evaluation
of ideas. Moreover, they strongly advise their clients to seek
patent counsel with respect to whether a saleable property interest (a patent right 7) in the idea can be established and with
respect to the ramifications of the company's services.
Kessler Sales Corporation has had a "success" ratio of
roughly 1 out of 1000. This means approximately 1 out of 1000 of
their clients have entered into an agreement with a manufacturer. But Kessler has not been privy to all negotiations be5. This company has been a client of the author.
6. 1247 Napoleon St.
Freemont, Ohio 43420
(419)332-6496
(800)537-1133
7. See note 1 supra.
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tween their clients and manufacturers so these statistics may
not represent the true picture.
THE FRAUD COMmIrTED BY INVENTION DEVELOPMENT

COMPANIES
The fraud committed by invention development companies
resides not only in their contention that their services have
value to an inventor or an individual with an idea but also in
their offer to represent the client. This offer is made without a
determination being made as to whether the individual can establish a saleable property interest (a patent right 8) in his or her
idea. A reputable company, such as Kessler Sales Corporation,
urges the client to seek counsel on this matter from a patent attorney. The attorney will also determine whether any of the
unexpired patents located in the search read on the idea so as to
raise the question of infringement. The author believes that,
since the invention development company does not advise the
individual to seek legal counsel, it is committing a fraud. The
fraud lies in the offer to sell something for someone without a
determination ever being made of whether he or she has something of value to sell or of whether there are any questions of
infringement.
Another fraud perpetrated by invention development companies lies in their statements or implications to a client that
they have technical expertise in evaluating, developing, and
marketing ideas. In fact, they do not have such expertise. Also,
these companies often represent that they have contacts with
manufacturers though they have none. In sum, the most serious
frauds perpetrated by invention development companies are as
follows:
1. Representing they are in the business of placing ideas with
manufacturers when in fact they have placed none.
2. Providing an Evaluation Report that states that the idea has
merit without adequately addressing the questions of:
A. Is it patentable?
B. Is it technically feasible?
C. What is the costing for the idea?
D. Is it marketable?
3. Offering to help the individual sell the idea without determining
if he or she can establish a saleable property interest (a patent
right 9).
4. Representing it has technical expertise when in fact it does not.
5. Representing it has contacts with manufacturers (particularly
8. Id.
9. Id.
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contacts with companies that are looking for new products) when it
does not.
The UnauthorizedPractice of Law
In the author's opinion, an invention development company's attempt to address the question of whether a saleable
property interest can be established in the idea is the unauthorized practice of law. This involves having a patent search made
and giving an opinion on patentability or infringement. Typically, the invention development company will not render an
opinion in writing on patentability but will imply through its correspondence with the individual that the idea is patentable.
This is achieved by referring to the fact that some patents have
been located in a search which have a relationship to the individual's idea. Then, the company remarks on the importance of
getting a patent and on the value of the company's services in
preparing a patent application for the individual.
People by Le/kowitz v. Lawrence Peska & Associates, Inc.10
held that when an invention development company accepts
money for assisting the individual in preparing a patent application this constitutes the unauthorized practice of law. This is
true regardless of whether it obtains an assignment of a part interest in the idea, or whether it hires a registered patent attorney or agent.
The Disservice to the Individual
Notwithstanding the issue of fraud, the invention development company disserves the individual even where it performs
as promised. The company's act of sending descriptions and
drawings to manufacturers without limitation, its offer to manufacturers to sell the idea, and its filing of a Disclosure Document
may have prejudicial consequences for the unwitting inventor.
35 US.C. § 102(b)
35 U.S.C. § 102(b) 11 provides that an application for a patent
on an invention must be filed within one year from the first sale
or offer to sell the invention and within one year from the date
the invention was described in a printed publication. This statute has important implications for the mark of the invention de10. 90 Misc. 2d 59, 393 N.Y.S.2d 650 (Sup. Ct. 1977).
11. 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1970) provides:
A person shall be entitled to a patent, unless-(b) the invention
was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign
country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year
prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States....
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velopment companies for two reasons. First, the company's act
of sending out printed descriptions and drawings of ideas to
manufacturers without limitation on their use possibly could be
construed to constitute a disclosure in a "printed publication."
This would start the one year time period running, unknown to
the individual.
The second implication of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) for the client of
an invention development company has the same unfortunate
result. The language of the statute clearly states that if the invention was "on sale"' 2 more than one year prior to the filing of
the application, the applicant is not entitled to a patent. The
phrase "on sale" in 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) has been interpreted to
mean an offer to sell, or a sale of, a product embodying the invention. But, the invention development companies' offer to sell
the idea to a number of different manufacturers could be interpreted as placing the idea or invention "on sale" as defined in 35
U.S.C. § 102(b). Thus, the one year time period could be triggered.
The Effect of the Disclosure Document
The filing of descriptions and drawings of the idea as a Disclosure Document at the United States Patent Office is another
disservice to the client of the invention development company.
In this respect, the filing of a Disclosure Document establishes a
prima facie date of conception for the idea described. 13 But,
there is no assurance that what the company files is an adequate
and complete disclosure of the idea sufficient to constitute a
document evidencing conception.
Further, the client can be misled to believe that the Disclosure Document provides some protection to the inventor over
his idea. The Disclosure Document is, at best, analogous to an
evidence deposition. 14 It constitutes evidence that, as of the
time it was filed at the United States Patent and Trademark Office, the individual had conceived what is disclosed therein. It
does not perfect or protect rights to an idea, although it may
help the individual to retain rights he or she already has.' 5
12. Id.

13. U.S.

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, § 1706 MANUAL OF PATENT Ex-

(1975).
14. Id. "[T]he disclosure document may be relied upon only as evidence and a patent application should be diligently filed if patent protection
is desired."
15. In the United States, the first inventor has the right to the patent,
not the first applicant. Where a question of infringement arises, the applicant must show the date that he or she conceived of the idea and the date
the idea was reduced to practice either actually (by fabricating the product)
or constructively (by filing a patent application). The applicant may also be
AMINER PROCEDURE
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Since the time the attorney needs to prepare an adequate disclosure document would be better spent preparing a patent application, most attorneys do not file disclosure documents. But the
inventor may wish to file a disclosure document independently
of the attorney to establish a "legal" date of conception.
Non-Confidential Disclosures
Another disservice to the individual is the disclosure of his
or her idea by the invention development company to manufacturers in an open and non-confidential manner. Most ideas of
individuals are of such simplicity that a brief description of the
idea is essentially a disclosureof the idea. If the idea is without
patent protection and is not communicated in confidence, the
manufacturer is16usually under no legal duty to pay the individual if it uses it.

Clearly, fraudulent invention development companies are
not concerned with protecting the rights of their clients since
they do not concern themselves with the ramifications of their
unilateral, non-confidential submissions of their clients ideas to
manufacturers.
THE ROLE OF THE PATENT ATTORNEY

At the initial interview with the client, the patent attorney
will explore the following areas:
1. Is the idea something which can be patented or does it relate to
a trademark or to an expression of an idea which can best be protected by a copyright?
2. If the idea is directed to patentable subject matter, is it of such
a nature that it would be better to maintain it as a trade secret?
3. Does the idea fall within one of the excluded areas of patentability, e.g., (a) a mathematical formula and the algorithm therefor,
(b) a naturally occurring phenomenon or law of nature, (c) a
method of doing business, or (d) printed matter?
4. Did the idea originate with the individual or did he or she obtain the idea from someone else?
5. Has the idea been in public use, described in a printed publicarequired to show diligence in his continued work on the product or idea
from the time of conception to the time the idea is reduced to practice.
The disclosure document can be important in the rare case where a patent is the subject of an infringement dispute. It establishes a prima facie
date of conception and if the applicant can show reduction to practice and

diligence, he or she will prevail. See note 13 and accompanying text supra.
16. Most companies will, however, pay an individual something for his
or her idea or for the service of submitting the idea if they decide to use it.
However, the idea must not be already in the public domain nor have been
obtained by the company from another source, internally or externally of
the company.
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tion, or on sale more than one year prior to the date of the client
interview? If so, when?
6. Was the individual employed at the time he or she created the
invention?
7. If so, did the employment contract contain provisions regarding
rights to inventions by the individual?
8. If it did, then the attorney will want to examine the contract and
determine (a) does the invention fall within the "scope" of the employment of the individual, (b) did he or she use any of the employer's materials in conceiving the invention, and (c) did he or she
make the invention on the employer's time?
Once these questions have been investigated, the patent attorney may advise a patent search. The search will resolve the
question of whether the same or similar idea has previously
been patented and will serve to uncover questions of possible
infringement. It must be determined whether or not the idea
can be patented at all. If it cannot, then the individual has nothing to sell.
After an evaluation of patentability 17 is made and it is decided that meaningful patent protection is available to the client,
the patent attorney can prepare the application. After this is
done, the patent attorney's role is usually confined to advising
the client on the effect of his submitting the idea to manufacturers. The individual with an idea then faces the question of what
to do next.
Advising the Client with Respect to Nonlegal Considerations
Once the individual has obtained an opinion on patentability from his or her attorney, these questions move to the forefront: (1) Is the idea technically feasible? (2) What is the
costing of the idea? (3) Is the idea marketable?
The individual is advised to begin answering these questions by consulting with friends and relatives. He or she should
look for someone who has some knowledge of the subject matter
of the individual's idea. For example, if the idea relates to
17. In order for a patent to be issued, the subject matter of the idea
must be patentable. Excluded from patentability are: (1) methods of doing
business (In re Wait, 73 F.2d 982,24 U.S.P.Q. 88 (C.C.P.A. 1934)); (2) printed
matter (In re Miller, 418 F.2d 1392, 164 U.S.P.Q. 46 (C.C.P.A. 1969)); (3)

purely mental steps (In re DeCastelet, 562 F.2d 1236, 195 U.S.P.Q. 439
(C.C.P.A. 1977); In re Richman, 563 F.2d 1026, 195 U.S.P.Q. 340 (C.C.P.A.
1977)); (4) mathematical formulas and the algorithms therefor (Parker v.
Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 198 U.S.P.Q. 193 (1978); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63,
175 U.S.P.Q. 673 (1972)); (5) naturally occurring phenomena or laws of nature (O'Reilly v. Morse, 56 U.S. 62 (1853); Gross v. General Motors Corp., 390
F. Supp. 236, 185 U.S.P.Q. 262 (D. Mass. 1975)).
If the subject matter is patentable, the idea must still meet the statutory requirements of utility (35 U.S.C. § 101 (1970)), novelty (35 U.S.C. § 102
(1970)), and non-obviousness (35 U.S.C. § 103 (1970)).
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carbuerators, it is likely that the individual can find someone
who is able to give him some information on carbuerators and to
assess the idea.
The individual can also contact the Innovation Center.' 8 For
a nominal fee, $50 at last word, this organization will evaluate
the three nonlegal considerations that confront the inventor.
More specifically the evaluation consists of ratings on 33 different variables.
Although this is an inexpensive evaluation and will provide
the individual with some useful information, some have criticized the "cookbook" approach of the Innovation Center. These
people concede that evaluation of a good idea will show that it is
obviously good and a bad idea obviously bad. But, they argue
that for ideas in the middle range the validity of the ratings is
questionable. The idea may score highly according to the one or
two variables most relevant to its evaluation. Still the overall
rating may not reflect an outstanding idea because of low scores
on variables which are essentially meaningless to its appraisal.
Another approach for the individual to follow is to consult
the various organizations and agencies listed below. One of
those agencies with which the author has had contact is the Institute for Invention and Innovation 19 run by Mr. Richard
Onanian. Mr. Onanian has provided a consulting service to people with ideas for a number of years, giving advice on technical
feasibility, costing and marketability. He charges $25 per hour
for his services. Mr. Onanian has had success in improving an
idea's technical feasibility, and, although located in Boston, the
author highly recommends this agency as a place where an individual can have the commercial value of his idea assessed.
Once patentability, technical feasibility, costing and marketability of the idea have been evaluated, the individual may desire assistance in submitting the idea to manufacturers. 20 The
Kessler Sales Corporation 2' is a company which provides such
assistance. Kessler believes that ideas or inventions sell them18. Their full name and address is:
Experimental Center for the Advancement of Invention and Innovation
College of Business Administration
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
(603)686-3326
19. 85 Irving Street
Arlington, Mass. 02174
(617)646-0093

20. The individual can be referred to the organizations and agencies appended to this article.
21. See note 6 and accompanying text supra.
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selves and if the idea has any merit, it will be noted by a manufacturer. Accordingly, Kessler Sales Corporation does not
provide evaluations of ideas and urges their clients to consult a
patent attorney for advice as to the ramifications and implica22
tions of submitting an idea to a manufacturer.
Should the individual find a manufacturer interested in
purchasing or licensing rights to the idea, the patent attorney
can then assist the client in negotiations. For aid in determining
a reasonable royalty and a minimum royalty, payment publications of the Licensing Executive's Society may be helpful. 23 Additionally, Mr. Onanian of the Institute for Invention and
Innovation will serve as a consultant to attorneys and their clients in licensing matters particularly with respect to negotiations of royalties.
CONCLUSION

From the foregoing remarks, it is apparent that the individual with an idea is in a predicament as to what he or she can do
to protect and exploit his or her idea. On the one hand, the individual runs a risk of spending a lot of money for nothing by
utilizing the services of an invention development company. On
the other hand, an individual may not know exactly where to go
to obtain help.
It is hoped that attorneys who come in contact with this article and the information contained herein can keep it ready at
hand so that they may pass it on to individuals with ideas who
come to them seeking help.
The odds of an individual making money on his or her idea
are very small, somewhere between 1 out of 10,000 and 1 in 1,000.
Yet there are individuals who have succeeded in protecting, developing and exploiting their idea. They not only benefit themselves with a monetary reward but also benefit mankind by
introducing a new product which improves our quality of life.
Right now we are faced with skyrocketing inflation in our
country and many economists attribute this to the fact that our
productivity, defined either in terms of goods per man hour or
goods per dollar spent, is lower than in other countries throughout the world. This is due in part to a decrease in the recent past
of capital spending for new means of production. However, coupled with a new means for production are more efficient means
22. See notes 11-16 and accompanying text supra.
23. See generally M. FINNEGAN & R. GOLDSCHEIDER,
NESS OF LICENSING (1975).

THE LAw AND
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An interesting treatment of these questions is

also found in Janiszewski, Licensee Evaluation of Payments, 13 Les Nouvelles 248 (1978).
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for production and devices which function better and are
cheaper than previous devices. With "Yankee ingenuity," we
can continue to compete economically with countries throughout the world and maintain a leadership position in technology
and productivity. After all, the man who invented the "LASER"
has not only benefited himself but also mankind by creating a
whole new technology for which new uses are continually being
found.
In passing, this author has noted, as have other patent attorneys, that the individual who is most successful in protecting
and exploiting his or her idea is one who has not only protected
his or her idea by patenting it but also by forming a business,
individually or with the help of others, to develop, perfect, market and exploit the idea. Such individuals have been the most
successful in exploiting an idea since, by perfecting it, building a
product embodying it and manufacturing and selling that product, they have created an ongoing business which includes a
number of property values. For example, not only does the individual have patent rights but also: blueprints and drawings; prototypes; an inventory of devices; some tooling, perhaps even
machinery for making it; trademark rights in the name under
which the device is sold; good will in the business; an existing
and growing market, including a customer list; and most important, actual sales of the product. Such a package is much more
attractive to a larger company which will be much more interested in buying a package than it would be in an untried idea,
even if it is patented.
Many patent law associations throughout the country such
as the Boston Patent Law Association, the Patent Law Association of Chicago, the Patent Law Association of San Francisco,
the American Patent Law Association and the Patent Law Section of the American Bar Association, to mention a few, have
been developing materials, brochures and pamphlets which will
be of assistance to an individual who has an idea.
More specifically, reference is made to several pamphlets
put out by the ABA which are entitled "What is a Patent?",
"Submitting an Idea," and "Considerations in Selecting an Invention Promoter."
Also, this author, with the assistance of many other patent
attorneys throughout the country, and under the auspices of the
American Patent Law Association, has prepared a book, to be
published shortly, addressing the question of what can be done
to protect and exploit an idea or invention, which book will be
made available to individuals at a nominal fee. This book will be
offered in magazines such as "Popular Science" and "Mechanics
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Illustrated" together with a consultation service. Individuals
will be invited to send in a small fee to receive the book together
with a form which they can send in to the American Patent Law
Association to obtain the name, address and phone number of a
patent attorney who will provide the individuals with a free onehalf hour consultation. It is hoped that these efforts of the
APLA and other organizations will enable people with ideas to
evaluate them wisely, to protect them, and to exploit them as
best is possible in our free enterprise system.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES THAT PROVIDE
ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS
The organizations and agencies set forth below 24 are believed to be credible in the absence of information to the contrary. Also, the information and services provided by these
organizations are either free or require only modest fees.
I.

Inventors Clubs, Societies, and ProfessionalAssociations

-Amer. Society of Inventors, 947 Old York Rd., Abington, Pa.
19001
-Assoc. for the Adv. of Invention & Innov., 1911 Jeff. Davis
Hgwy., Arlington, Va. 22202
-- Calif. Inventors Council, P.O. Box 376, Main Office Station,
San Francisco, Ca. 94110
-Intermountain Society of Inventors and Designers, P.O. Box
1514, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
-Inventors Assoc. of New England, P.O. Box 3110, Cambridge,
Ma. 02139
-Inventors Workshop International, 121 N. Fir Street, Ventura,
Ca. 91003
-Inventors Assistance League, 1815 West 6th St., Los Angeles,
Ca. 90057
-Intellectual Property Owners, 1800 K St., N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20006
-Miss. Soc. of Scientists & Inventors, 1132 Deposit Guaranty
Plaza, Jackson, Ms. 39205
-Minnesota Inventors Congress, P.O. Box 71, Redwood Falls,
Mn. 56283
-Northwest Inventors Assoc., 723 E. Highland Drive, Arlington,
Wa. 98223
-- Oklahoma Inventors Congress, P.O. Box 53043, Oklahoma
City, Ok. 73105
-Technology Transfer Society, 11720 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Ca. 90064
-Western Inventors Council, P.O. Box 3288, Eugene, Or. 97403
II.

New Product Venture Development, Marketing, and
Licensing Firms

-Amer. Res. & Dev. Corp., 1 Beacon Street, Boston, Ma. 02108
-Battelle Development Corp., 505 King Ave., Columbus, Ohio
43201
24. Reprinted from 6 AM.

PAT.

L.A.QJ. 105 (1978).
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-- Cambridge Res. & Dev. Group, 21 Bridge Square, Westport,
Conn. 06880
-- Canadian Patents & Dev., Ltd., 275 Slater St., Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K1A OR3
-Control Data Corp., 8100 34th Ave., South, Minneapolis, Mn.
55440
-Dr. Dvorkovitz & Assoc., P.O. Box 1748, Ormond Beach, Fla.
32074
-General Electric Co., One River Road, Schenectady, N.Y. 12345
-Gulf & Western Invention Dev. Corp., 1 Gulf & Western Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10023
-Innotech Corp., 2885 Reservoir Ave., Trumbull, Conn. 06611
-Innovator Associates, 221 N. LaSalle St., Suite 1936, Chicago,
Ill. 60601
-Invention Marketing & Licensing Agency (See I. Inventors
Workshop International)
-Institute for Invention & Innovation, Inc., 85 Irving St., Arlington, Ma. 02174
-Kessler Sales Corp., 1247 Napoleon St., Freemont, Ohio 43420
-Lockheed Information Systems, 3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto,
Ca. 94304
-Arthur D. Little Enterprises, Inc., Acorn Park, Cambridge, Ma.
02140
-National Patent Development Corp., 375 Park Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10022
-Product Resources International, 90 Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10016
-Refac Technology Devel. Corp., 122 East 42nd St., New York,
N.Y. 10017
-Research Corp., 405 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
-Scientific Advances, Inc., 1375 Perry St., Columbus, Ohio 43201
-University Patents, Inc., 2777 Summer Street, Stamford, Conn.
06905
-Van Dyck Corp., Sylvan Road, Westport, Conn. 06880
-Rainhill Group, Inc., 80 Wall St., New York, N.Y. 10005
III. Government, State, University, and College Activities
-Army Materials and Mechanics Res. Ctr., Watertown, Ma.
02172
-California Polytechnic State Univ., San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93407
-- Center for Entrepren. Dev., Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
-Dept. of Industry, Trade & Commerce, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OH5
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-MIT Innovation Center, 777 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge,
Ma. 02139
-Massachusetts Tech. Exchange, 10 Lakeside Office Park,
Wakefield, Ma. 01880
-Ministry of Industry & Commerce, Quebec, Que., Canada G1R
4Y4
-NASA Technology Utilization Program, P.O. Box 8756, Baltimore, Md. 21240
-National Referral Center for Science & Tech., Library of Congress, Wash., D.C. 20540
-National Technical Information Center, Springfield, Va. 22161
-New England Industrial Resource Development Program,
Durham, N.H. 03824
-Univ. of New Mexico Tech. Applications Ctr., Albuquerque,
N.M. 87131
-Univ. of Oregon Innovation Center, 131 Gilbert Hall, Eugene,
Or. 97403
-Office of Energy Related Inventions, NBS, Washington, D.C.
20234
-PTC Research Foundation, Two White St., Concord, N.H. 03301
-Univ. of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1
IV.

Directories,Periodicals,Journals,Indexes, and Data
Banks

-Action (See I. Assoc. for the Adv. of Invention & Innov.)
-American Inventor, 10310 Menhart Lane, Cupertino, Ca. 95014
-Dialog (See II. Lockheed Information Systems)
-Idea (See III. PTC Research Foundation)
-Inside R & D, 2337 Lemoine Ave., Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
-International Invention Register, P.O. Box 547, Fallbrook, Ca.
92028
-International New Product Newsletter, 390 Stuart St., Boston,
Ma. 02117
-Invention Management (See II. Institute for Invention and Innovation)
-Inventors Digest (See I. Amer. Society of Inventors)
-The Lightbulb (See I. Inventors Workshop International)
-MGA Technology Newsletter, 2 East Oak St., Chicago, Ill.
60611
-Man Tech. Journal (See III. Army Materials & Mechanics Research Center)
-New Product-New Business Digest (See II. General Electric
Co.)
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-New Products and Processes, Newsweek, 444 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022
-New Technology Index, 1105 Market St., Wilmington, Del.
19801
-Patent Licensing Gazette, 37 Easton Road, Willow Grove, Pa.
19090
-R & D Management Digest, P.O. Box 56, Mt. Airy, Md. 21771
-Tech Briefs (See III. NASA Technology Utilization Program)
-Technical Survey, 11001 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106
-Technology Marketing Operation (See II. General Electric

Co.)
-Technology Transfer Times, 167 Corey Road, Brookline, Ma.
02146
-Technotec (See II. Control Data)
-Unit (See II. Dr. Dvorkovitz)
V.

Invention Fairsand Expositions

-Appalachian Inventors Fair, P.O. Box 388, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
37830
-Cleveland Engineering Society, 3100 Chester St., Cleveland,
Ohio 44114
-IWI Inventors Exposition (See I. Inventors Workshop International)
-Mid-American New Ideas Fair, P.O. Box 100, Hill City, Ka.
67642
-Minnesota Inventors Congress (See I. Minnesota Inventors
Congress)
-World Fair for Technology Exchange (See II. Dr. Dvorkovitz &

Assoc.)
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